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Maine Peace Action Committee

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

T

he Maine Peace Action Committee
(MPAC) was founded in 1974 with a
special focus on ending the war in
Indochina. MPAC has been concerned with our
society’s violent and militaristic nature, which is
manifested in a lack of humane and progressive
values and a tendency towards solving problems
via destructive means.
Our general orientation takes the double focus
of analyzing and opposing militarism, or the
efforts to use nuclear weapons and other military
means to solve human problems, and imperialism,
or the efforts by powerful nations to use economic
and military means to impose their will upon less
powerful peoples.
Our nation’s pursuit of these policies undermines its ability to deal with the needs of its own
citizens and places us in greater danger of war.
Our tax dollars are used to develop first strike
capable weapons and to support repressive
regimes abroad. Consequently, there are fewer
dollars available for needed human services both
here and abroad.

If we direct our energy and other resources
into weapons systems, there is little left for
creative solutions to problems such as the world
food and fuel shortages which threaten our
survival.

imperialism and proposing alternatives to these
policies.

We have seen human needs are neglected by
an existing government, and when that government represses groups attempting to meet those
needs, violent upheaval has resulted. Our government’s military economic support for such repressive regimes has embroiled us in armed conflicts
which have escalated to full scale war and could
mean inevitable global destruction.

1. unite people within our group

We support efforts to deal with each of these
problems since we see them as resulting and
contributing to an economic and political system
over which most of us have little control.
We in MPAC believe that while none of these
efforts by itself can bring about a completely just
society, together we can work toward more
comprehensive solutions. We feel that we can
best contribute by challenging militarism and
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We find we can act effectively if we focus on a
limited number of specific issues and campaigns.
We need projects which can:
2. provide opportunities for action resulting in
measurable achievement
3. link our efforts with national campaigns; and
4. demonstrate the dynamics of militarism and
imperialism.
For our activities to be successful, we need to
educate ourselves about issues, analyze the
contributing factors, investigate alternative solutions, decide strategy for implementing alternatives, and share our understanding with the
community to enlist their support.
MPAC believes that people united and working together can redefine our values and change
our approach to problems so that we shall be able
to live in a free and creative society; indeed, such
efforts are imperative if we are to survive.
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KILLER APATHY

T

here is no obstacle to peace activism so
great, terrible, and prevalent as apathy. No
other force poses such a magnificent
threat to the peace process. For the defenders of
violence and war, though powerful, are not much
(if at all) greater in numbers when compared with
the advocates of non-violence. Far greater than
both, though, is the army of the un-caring, which
voices no opinion on the subject of war, and
merely consents to the status quo. If we, the dedicated supporters of peace, are ever to gain a
significant foothold in the American political
psyche, we must learn to fear apathy as if it were
the deadliest of poisons, to fortify our will against
it as if it were the most addictive of drugs, and to
recognize it as the mightiest tool that the adversaries of non-violence have ever possessed.
But what is apathy? Merriam-Webster defines
apathy as 1. A lack of feeling or emotion, i.e.
impassiveness or 2. A lack of interest or concern,
i.e. indifference. In the context of peace
activism, however, apathy is not only a deadly
combination of these two interpretations, but also
something more. For instance, if one were to ask
a room full of Americans what they thought
about the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, each one
of them would likely give an opinion, either
supporting U.S. involvement in these wars or not,
and some may even become emotional or
distressed; This would suggest that these hypothetical Americans are neither Indifferent nor
Impassive. However, this author asserts that most
of these people are, for all intents and purposes,
truly apathetic on the matter. For merely conjuring an opinion when asked for one does not
constitute care, any more than running away
when chased makes one an athlete. If a person
expresses interest in a subject only when forced to
do so, that person cannot be said to be concerned
in any practical way. Essentially, if one is consistently apathetic, except when asked directly
about a subject, one is effectively apathetic all the
time.

Apathy necessarily manifests itself as inaction.
This is why apathy is so detrimental to peace
activism…those who do not truly care about war
and violence do not act against it, and by their
inaction allow (and even reinforce) its continuation. We must remember that not speaking out
against war is as destructive as speaking out in
support of war. For it is presumed in America
that the State may not take or continue any
action without the consent of the American
People; However, as Jean-Jacques Rousseau said
in his Principles of Political Right: “The consent
of the people ought to be presumed on the basis
of universal silence.” In essence, not saying that
you disagree with an action that has been taken
by the state is the same as saying that you agree
with the action. So, with so very few Americans
speaking out against the current wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, the federal government can only
assume that we approve of these wars. If we are
apathetic, and therefore don’t voice any opinion
at all, then this silence is taken to be our consent.
Apathy is the disease. What, then, is the cure?
In order to overcome the non-caring, unattached, and uninvolved mode of political life
which permeates all levels of American society,
we must first understand the causes of apathy.
The first and perhaps most prominent cause of
apathy is a certain feeling of powerlessness. When
comparing oneself with the vast forces at work in
the struggle to bring an end to needless violence,
one cannot help but feel very small. One is often
tempted to feel that it is simply mankind’s fate to
be embroiled constantly in violence, and that it is

foolish, futile, to resist violence; For what are we
against such a complicated and powerful system
of military control?
A second cause of apathy is ignorance. When
one is faced with the unknown, one becomes
afraid; And fear begets violence. When one is
not aware of the true scope of violence present in
the world, and the many factors behind it, it is all
too easy to be fooled into believing that such
violence is both right and necessary. We are
accosted on all sides with misinformation
(whether deliberate or accidental, it matters not)
both from outside sources and from within
ourselves. When one is confused by media stories

about the “Enemy” and all of the evil which he
commits against our valiant and free nation, one
has trouble seeing through to the true nature of
military struggle; We are just as violent as our
enemy, and both sides believe themselves to be in
the right.
When faced with powerlessness and ignorance, we allow ourselves to become distracted,
lazy. Changing the world is hard...sitting back and
doing nothing is easy. We may be paralyzed by
how overwhelming the political atmosphere can
be, and we develop mental defense mechanisms
to protect ourselves from this overwhelming reality. Even if we do care about peace and justice, we
justify our failure to act by continuing to delude
ourselves. “There is nothing I can do. What do I
know? What if war is necessary? It doesn’t have
anything to do with me.” There is something you
can do. You know at least as much as the guys
holding the guns do. The slaughter of innocent
civilians and the destabilization of entire regions
could never be necessary. The war has a lot to do
with you, not least of all the effect it has on our
economy.
There is a light at the end of the tunnel,
though; A cure for the plague of apathy. Against
the feeling of powerlessness, here is a useful bit of
wisdom: “Whether you think you can change the
world or not, you are right.” Perhaps it really is
impossible for one person to change the
world...but not trying certainly won’t help things.
More significantly, one person alone may be
weak, but many joined together can accomplish
great things. In order to become empowered, we
can join with others of like mind, and combine
our strength. By making ourselves visible in our
See APATHY on Page 5
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BUDDHISM AS PEACE ACTIVISM

T

here is a common Buddhist vow that says,
“For the sake of all sentient beings, I vow
to attain enlightenment.” Now for those of
us who don’t have ‘attaining enlightenment’ on
our to do lists, an agreeable version modifies
‘attain enlightenment’ with ‘practice peace’. I
believe this vow is fundamental to the practice of
pure Buddhism, or in other words, to the spirit of
what Buddha actually taught. I would like to
share my understanding of some of Buddha’s
teachings that can very well transforms one’s life
into a practice of peace activism.
Knowledge of how to live peacefully with one’s
self is a precondition for knowledge of how to
create peace in the world. So how does one learn
peace? According to Buddhist teachings, through
the practice of unconditionally loving awareness,
you learn the ways you suffer and the causes of
your suffering. Having understood what causes
suffering we naturally begin to cease creating that
suffering. This practice of awareness anchors on
mindfulness and meditation. Although Buddha
taught in terms of suffering, one quickly comes to
learn that the practice of awareness makes for
greater intimacy and involvement with life, and
there is a lot of good in being alive.
After one ceases to create a particular brand of
suffering, Buddha advises the practitioner to
adhere to the Noble Eightfold Path. A particularly useful portion of the Path for peace activists
is the three ethical teachings; Right Speech,
Right Action, and Right Livelihood. I will briefly
explain these three parts of the Path. If you are
interested in learning more about how to practice
Buddhism, I advise you read a book by Thich
Nhat Hahn, the Dalai Lama or any other qualified teacher.
Right Speech counsels us to speak honestly,
use positive and beneficial language, and to avoid
insulting or slandering people. Fundamental to
Right Speech is speaking the truth. Often times
the truth is not pleasant and people would rather
not deal with it. However, recognizing the true
conditions within ourselves and world is the only
way to change things for the better. It should be
noted that critical speech aimed at injustice can
certainly be viewed as positive and beneficial
speech.
According to Right Action, one should be
kind, compassionate, and honest; one should not
steal, or harm any other being. Right Action
shows us how to effectively act for peace.
Through peaceful means we will attain peaceful
ends. Remember peace does not mean passivism;
we are doing peace activism.
Right Livelihood simply admonishes occupations that are unbeneficial for life, such as corporate jobs that exploit people, or jobs that are
detrimental to the environment. Basically, the
ethical teachings of Buddha can be summed up
with “Ahimsa”, which means non-violence, and
theoretically, the more aware one becomes, the

more one is aware of subtle ways in which we are
violent in a broad sense.

while the real problems that cause mass suffering
remain under the surface, out of sight and misunThe vow with which I opened this article is a derstood? The effective peace activist needs the
basic expression of the Buddhist teaching that the skills of peaceful awareness and understanding
way to maximize your happiness is by being self- that are practiced and developed in Buddhism.
less, by desiring others to be happy. Thich Nhat
Thich Nhat Hahn is a prime example of a
Hahn often says that other’s happiness is not Buddhist master who teaches a way of peace
separate from your own happiness, and I think activism called ‘Engaged Buddhism’. Thay, (Thay
this should be a well known fact in peace means “teacher” in Vietnamese and is a common
activism. As you can see, to be self-less is not to name Thich Nhat Hahn is known by) has been
renounce yourself. Rather, in seeking to serve world renown for his work for peace ever since
others you truly are able to serve yourself because the Vietnam War. Because of Thay’s efforts of
in helping others you help yourself. When one protesting the war and adamantly standing for
seeks to help others, the one realizes him or peace, Martin Luther King Jr. nominated him for
herself as part of the many. When one seeks his or the Nobel Peace Prize in 1967. King said about
her own happiness only, he or she becomes sepa- Thay, “His ideas for peace, if applied, would build
rate from the whole. It’s not either my happiness a monument to ecumenism, to world brotheror your happiness, it’s our happiness. Failure to see hood, to humanity.” Engaged Buddhism proves
that wellbeing is an interconnected condition of that the search for inner peace need not comprorelating peacefully to other life is a fundamental mise the fight against injustice. In fact, it’s the
cause of suffering and injustice.
opposite, inner and outer peace are inextricably
One who cannot identify suffering and the interconnected. As Thay says, “To practice
cause of suffering in his or herself will not be able Ahimsa, first of all we have to practice it within
to most effectively create peace in the world. To ourselves.”
figure out how to fix injustices in the world we
Here is one of Thich Nhat Hahn’s
have to recognize them as such and also under- “Mindfulness Tranings”: “True Happiness: Aware
stand the causes. Here in the USA, how often do of the suffering caused by exploitation, social
superficial issues dominate the public’s attention injustice, stealing and oppression, I am committed
See BUDDHISM on Page 5
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LEARNING TO RESPECT MUSLIMS:
AN ESSENTIAL LESSON IN THE POST-911 ERA

V

ivid, horrifying imagery comes to mind
when I think of September 11th. I see
terrified people sprinting away from
massive clouds of billowing smoke, as frantic as a
Serengeti stampede. I see the tearful and worrisome eyes of a lonely woman surrounded by
photos of her husband with captions that read
“Have you seen me?” as she desperately clings to
the dying hope that he is still alive, and not lost
forever underneath the rubble of the twin towers.
I see tiny people falling from a smoldering tower,
holding hands as they descend to their certain
deaths thousands of feet below.
When I recall these bad memories and terrifying images from the tragedies of September 11th,
I remember the emotions I felt that day: first,
overwhelming fear that twisted up my insides and
turned my stomach into stone, and then, later on,
a searing anger towards whoever would deliberately cause such suffering. My emotions were not
different from millions of other people in America
that day. We all felt that same chilling vulnerability, so utterly shocked and unsure of what to do
next. And just as I did, after recovering from the
initial chaos and mayhem, the American people
and its government shifted their fear into anger
towards the nefarious terrorists who had
purposely taken so many innocent lives.

was founded upon religious tolerance and for
good reason; religious intolerance will foster
hate and resentment, while tolerance can help to
create peace.
Before expressing prejudice against Muslims, I
ask instead that one examine these two questions,
imperative to truly understanding the September
11th attacks: “Why did these terrorists hate America
so much?” and “Was there something that America
could have done to prevent this?” If these questions
were asked, then maybe there wouldn’t be such
prevalent resentment of Muslims in America, and
maybe we wouldn’t be in two endless wars in the
Middle East. We would understand that our
actions during and after the Cold War, specifiHarbor attacks in 1941. Of course it was a travcally the forceful and violent way in which we had
esty, but to lock away thousands of innocent
extended American influence across the globe,
Japanese-American civilians, the majority of
had created some anti-American sentiments. We
whom had zero connection to the Japanese
would understand that American capitalism,
government’s plots to bomb Pearl Harbor, was
specifically corporate exploitation of developingclearly an overreaction and not justified. While
world employees, has caused large amounts of
many Americans look back at the Japanese
economic inequalities in other countries, and that
internment camps and realize that it was a horrithis poverty has led to anger, frustration, and for
ble mistake, similar racist attitudes that many
some, a resentment and blame of America for
Americans felt towards the Japanese during
their woes. We would understand that if we are to
prevent future attacks on American soil, then we

Anger was such a natural reaction to the 9/11
attacks. America was not accustomed to being
attacked on its own soil. Add that to the fact that
the attacks were on such a large scale, so massive
and so destructive, and it is clear as to why we
were so angry after that fateful day one
September. Yet for myriad citizens of this country,
their anger towards the terrorists has not
subsided, and this anger has developed into a
nasty resentment of Muslims. With this resentment comes incorrect stereotypes, prejudiced
assumptions, and generalizations of all Muslims.
The lack of reasoning behind anti-Muslim sentiments in America is that well, America was
attacked by a few Muslims, so now they all must
be terrorists.
This is a prejudiced assumption and obviously
incorrect. Yet is it truly that surprising to see this
WWII are now being directed towards
rising fear of Muslims in America? People have Muslims. The errors of the past are once again
this splendidly ironic way of repeating the resurfacing.
mistakes of the past. We must look no further
One of the latest examples of anti-Muslim bias
than America’s gross overreaction to the Pearl
is the opposition to a new mosque being
constructed in proximity to Ground Zero in New
York City. Many people are against this new
mosque, as they look at it as a sign of disrespect
towards those who lost their lives at Ground Zero
on September 11th. I ask those opposed to the
mosque to put aside your anger and to think logically. Did all Muslims commit those heinous
crimes on September 11th? No, they did not. It
was a small number of radicals from an extremist
terrorist organization, who happened to be
Muslim. The religion of Islam had nothing to do
with the attacks of September 11th. It is in
America, of all places, where people should not be
persecuted for practicing their faith. Our country

must positively change the world’s perception of
America, and the unwarranted invasions of Iraq
and Afghanistan certainly did not make a positive
change.
No, the innocent civilians who lost their lives
on September 11th didn’t deserve to die, but if the
American government and its people had been
wise and logical, then we would have taken a step
back to understand that there were legitimate
reasons for the anti-American sentiments that led
to 9/11. They weren’t legitimate enough for thousands of innocent lives to be lost; I don’t believe
there to be any reason good enough for that to
happen. But they were reasonable enough for
America to consider changing its aggressive,
imperialistic foreign policy, for large American
corporations to make certain that their foreign
See RESPECT on Page 5
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APATHY
(continued from Page 2)

dissent, we can remind the population of one
crucial thing: “If you believe in Peace, you are not
alone.”
In order to fight ignorance, we can educate
ourselves and others. We can become more aware
of the suffering caused by war worldwide. We can
discover the causes of war, the forces behind it,
and thereby learn how to work against it. We can
learn to recognize propaganda in all its forms. We
can learn to see through self delusion and laziness
RESPECT
(continued from Page 4)

BUDDHISM
(continued from Page 3)

to practicing generosity in my thinking, speaking,
and acting. I am determined not to steal and not
to possess anything that should belong to others;
and I will share my time, energy, and material
resources with those who are in need. I will practice looking deeply to see that the happiness and
suffering of others are not separate from my own
happiness and suffering; that true happiness is not
possible without understanding and compassion;
and that running after wealth, fame, power and
sensual pleasures can bring much suffering and
despair. I am aware that happiness depends on my
mental attitude and not on external conditions,
and that I can live happily in the present moment
simply be remembering that I already have more
than enough conditions to be happy. I am
committed to practicing Right Livelihood so that
I can help reduce the suffering of living beings on
Earth and reverse the process of global warming.”
— Dan White

workers are treated fairly, and, above all, to realize that prejudiced, anti-Muslim attitudes will
only create more acrimonious feelings towards
Americans.
The ultimate goal that we should all be seeking is peace amongst one another. No, this doesn’t mean that everyone needs to hold hands and
love one another, but it does mean that everyone
should, at the very least, respect one another.
Respect does not mean war, nor does it mean
opposing a mosque in Ground Zero, which only
furthers an endless cycle of hate, resentment and
violence. It means that we should all have a
mutual respect for the fundamental human rights
of others, which should include the right to be
free from religious persecution. In order to
achieve peace, it is essential that this fundamental human right is respected in our society.
— Eric Collins

for what they are: tools of the war-makers. Most
importantly, we can transmit our knowledge to
others, helping them also to escape the prison of
ignorance.
If we do these things, we can win out against
apathy. If we can create an educated, caring, and
empowered population, the forces of war and
violence will be rendered powerless. If, and only
if, we can accomplish this together, one step at a
time, this nation may one day know peace.
—Joshua Trombley
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THE INDIVIDUAL, INNER PEACE, AND CONFLICT

T

here is a common assertion, invaluable but
also misleading, that usually defines the
starting point of most nonviolent and
peacebuilding perspectives. Unfortunately, this
starting point often turns out to be the finishing
point. This assertion claims that if you want to
engage in peacebuilding and other nonviolent
engagements, you must start with your own individual, inner self. There can be no outer nonviolence and peace without inner nonviolence and
peace. Mahatma Gandhi’s own writings contain
hundreds of such assertions. Here we find his
repeated emphasis on the need for individual
inner transformations, vows, self-purification,
etc., before one is prepared for nonviolent peacebuilding action, resistance, and outer transformations. In some passages, Gandhi expresses this
through his peacebuilding image of the everwidening “oceanic circle,” whose starting point
and center is always the individual living an ethical life of truth and nonviolence.
In many ways, such a nonviolent and peacebuilding assertion seems intuitively true and is
verified by our experiences of violence and war
making, nonviolence and peacebuilding. It is
obvious that you cannot work for a world of
greater truth, honesty, morality, and nonviolence
if you are an individual who lives a life of untruthful, dishonest, immoral, and violent intentions
and actions. We can all think of numerous examples–from our own individual lives, our immediate relations with family and neighbors, our
participation in groups and organizations, extending all the way to national and global relations–in
which individuals speak of their commitment to
nonviolence, love, compassion, justice, and
peace, but are full of violence, hatred, selfishness,
greed, injustice, and war making. And we then
observe the disastrous violent consequences in
individual personal lives, immediate human relations, group dynamics, and the decisions and
actions of political, economic, religious, and other
leaders with power.
Nevertheless, such an “obvious” view is only
partially true and is usually misleading, based on
false analysis, and it is often self-defeating for

nonviolence and peace. Many sincere and sensitive individuals, genuinely concerned about our
contemporary world of so much violence and war
making, adopt such an approach with self-defeating results. Often extremely self-critical about
their deficient self, they must work on their own
inner ethical and spiritual transformation before
they are ready to join others trying to transform
the world of violence and war. But they seem
never to be ready, since there is always so much
more inner transformation work that needs to be
done. In this respect, they sometimes appear to be
so personally and individually oriented that their
perspective strikes one as incredibly self-centered
and narcissistic. In any case, they are largely irrelevant to any serious effort at nonviolent peacebuilding challenges for the 21st century.
More seriously, this common view of the starting point of inner individual self-transformation is

based on a false view of the nature of self and the
dialectical process of self-transformation and selfrealization. Stated only briefly and inadequately,
if I have an “inner” view of my self as egocentered, aggressive, greedy, adversarial, multidimensionally and structurally violent, this is
because of my particular experiences of language
and cultural acquisition, childhood upbringing,
family relations, educational influences, media
images and messages, economic and political and
social rewards and punishments, and other
aspects of the process of socialization. All of this
is central to a broadened and deepened nonviolent peace perspective.
In such a perspective, the other
provides the contextual means for
my own process of self-development. Only when I engage in action
relating to others in need do I
develop my own ethical and spiritual self. In addition, the other can
often offer insights into my own self
of which I am unaware, such as
upholding ideals of truth and nonviolence, but then avoiding uncomfortable truths and engaging in
egoistic violent practices. In this
sense, the other, as an essential part
of the relational process of selfalienation and self-development,
can provide valuable verifications

and checks on my peacebuilding experiments
with truth and nonviolence.
Consider this illustration experienced repeatedly in the peacebuilding social or group process
of sharing, support, and empowerment. It shows
the incompleteness and weakness of the earlier
individual, inner-directed, transformative model
as the necessary starting point for all nonviolence
and peacebuilding. Someone comes to a peace
and justice group for the first time. Based on difficult past violent experiences, the new person is a
seriously wounded self and expresses language
and behavior full of tension, insecurity, distrust,
anger, aggressiveness, self deception, lack of self
worth, and violent judgments directed at one’s
self and especially at others. Clearly this is a
person who is ethically and spiritually undeveloped in any nonviolent sense. To recommend
that this person first engage in inner self-transfor-

mation, before she or he is prepared to be part of
the social process of nonviolent peacebuilding,
would be cruel and insensitive. The person would
not only have difficulty even understanding such
a recommendation, but it is not helpful because
she or he is trapped in their past socialized views
of self and the world and at best might simply be
made to feel more guilty and inadequate.
What sometimes, not always, happens is the
following. The new person is surprised when
others listen in an empathetic nonjudgmental
way. They may encourage the person to share
traumatic past experiences that are difficult to
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disclose. They may offer diverse kinds of support.
For example, they may share their own similar
experiences of past violence, anger, insecurity,
alienation, and feelings of powerlessness, so that
the individual may begin the transformative
process in which the person is not simply abnormal or crazy, but has understandable, common
responses to past violence. It is important to
emphasize that a peace and justice group engaged
in the serious process of peacebuilding cannot
function primarily as a therapy group for individuals to work through psychological crises and find
inner peace. In some cases of deep psychological
crisis, the individual needs to seek other help and
must not be allowed to dominate the time of the
group and to act in ways that have a disastrous
effect on peacebuilding.
With the necessary focus on the nonviolence
and peacebuilding perspective, here’s what often
happens to the new, ethically and spiritually, very
undeveloped individual. With the encouragement and support of others, the insecure individual gets up enough confidence to agree to work
with other more experienced members or to take
on a very small task that can be handled, such as
putting up some flyers and making a phone call.
Through gradual peacebuilding interactions,
education, and actions, the individual becomes
engaged in a process of self-transformation
changing how one thinks of their self, their relations with others, and violence and war
making in the world. For example, experiences that one is not simply a passive
powerless victim of violence and war
making, but that one can join others in
changing themselves and their world,
can have a remarkable transformative
effect. One need not do all of the work of
inner transformation first and on one’s
own. As an imperfect flawed human
being, you can engage in the social,
economic, political peacebuilding
process as essential to your becoming a
more ethical and more nonviolent truthful transformed person.
Therefore, it is true that peacebuilding must
have space for inner self-reflection, silence,
prayer or meditation, insight, and renewal, but it
must not isolate the self, which is already an indication of self-alienation. Instead, the individual
self must be engaged with others as part of the
nonviolent peacebuilding process.

Gandhi on Dandi Salt March, 1930

Many students and others, who find appealing
the prospect of engaging in such a transformative
process leading to greater nonviolence and peace,
inner and outer, have strong feelings about the

negative nature of “conflict” and the need for
“conflict resolution.” It is my position that such
terms are often used in oversimplified and
misleading ways, and we must address this if we
are to develop our approach to nonviolence and
peace.
Most approaches opposing violence and war
restrict their focus on conflict resolution to overt
physical forces and conflicts: physical assaults,
shooting, bombing, torture, rape, bullying, etc.
Yet, from a Gandhian peacebuilding perspective,
such resultant “peace,” with the removal of overt
violent conflicts and disruptions, usually
expresses a status quo situation of multidimensional violence, structural violence, and a violent
state of war. We are left with economic violence,
psychological or inner violence, linguistic
violence, political and state violence, cultural and
religious violence, educational violence, etc. We
are left with a “normal” world, “business as
usual,” of violent relations of domination,
inequality, exploitation, oppression, poverty,
racism, sexism, and environmental destruction.

We need to develop a nonviolent peacebuilding perspective that offers short-term and especially long-term possibilities for genuine conflict
resolution that is expressed through genuine relations of nonviolence, truth, love, compassion,
and service, leading to real peace and real security. What is the status and function of “conflict”
in such broadened and deepened nonviolent
peacebuilding perspective?
My proposal for nonviolent and peacebuilding
approaches is that certain kinds of conflict are
not inherently negative or violent and are even
essential for nonviolent peacebuilding. “Conflict”
usually expresses a negative, destructive, violent,
relational way of being in the world. Whether
expressed personally, socially, politically, economically, psychologically, militarily, culturally, religiously, or in other ways, “conflict” usually reveals
tension, insecurity, violence, war making, and
See THE INDIVIDUAL... on Page 8
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relations of domination, oppression, exploitation,
and injustice. But this is not always the case.
“Conflict” is not inherently bad or good,
destructive or constructive, violent or nonviolent, part of war making or peacebuilding. It can
be a necessary catalyst for needed change. The
nonviolent peacebuilding approaches of
Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther King, Jr.,
including recourse to noncooperation and civil
disobedience, were often based on the creative
disruption of the unjust status quo. Often engaging in nonviolent, educational, action-oriented,
peacebuilding conflict has the desired effect of
bringing the underlying, hidden, and silenced
violent conflicts, say, of class, gender, or unsustainable environmental development to the
surface of consciousness so that they can be
transformed. In short, nonviolent disruption and
conflict can often be necessary for the peacebuilding approach for educating, raising
consciousness, mobilizing, resisting, and empowering. In fact, such disruptive conflict is more
nonviolent and closer to real peace than a
smoothly efficient and effective, violent structural status quo of exploitation, oppression, domination, and injustice, free from overt disruption
and conflict.
— Doug Allen
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“FOREIGN POLICY” IN IRAQ
PAYING THE PRICE

I

n 1995, in an interview with Lesley Stahl on
CBS’s 60 Minutes, Secretary of State under
President Clinton, Madeleine Albright, was
asked about the US-sponsored sanctions regime
on trade with Iraq: “We have heard that a half
million children have died. I mean, that’s more
children than died in Hiroshima. And, you know,
is the price worth it?”
Without pause, Madeleine Albright
responded: “I think this is a very hard choice, but
the price—we think the price is worth it.”
Between the end of President George H.W.
Bush’s Gulf War in 1991 and President George W.
Bush’s invasion of Iraq in 2003, roughly 1.5
million people died in Iraq as a result of UN sanctions, 600,000 of them children under the age of
five. The US and its allies patrolled Iraq’s boarders and infiltrated its airspace for nearly thirteen
years, making sure the country slowly starved for
lack of drinkable water, pharmaceuticals and
machine parts. The sanctions prohibited everything from the chlorine necessary for water treatment to tooth brushes. During the Gulf War, the
US specifically targeted Iraq’s infrastructure,
destroying the nation’s ability to sustain itself. It
was an intentional policy designed to punish the
civilian pollution for political reasons, the definition of terrorism.
The extreme violence of the sanctions regime
was not an anomaly in the history of what is
benignly referred to as US foreign policy. Let us
return to the comparison that Lesley Stahl makes
in posing her question to Secretary of State
Albright, when she says that the sanctions on
trade with Iraq killed more children then the
atomic bombing of Hiroshima in Japan.
Even before the atomic bombs were dropped
on Japan, the US had free reign over the skies of
Japan. From March 9th through 10th, the US Air
Force turned Tokyo into an urban crematorium,
killing 83,000 people with incendiary bombs,
most of whom were civilians. Secretary of War
Henry Stimson pointed out at the time, “Japan
has no allies. Her Navy is nearly destroyed…She
is vulnerable to our concentrated air attack…She
has against her not only Anglo-American forces,
but the rising forces of China, and the ominous
threat of Russia…We have inexhaustible and
untouchable resources.” It was an admission of
the obvious, that Japan was, for all intents and
purposes, defeated. Despite this, the US dropped
two atomic bombs, the only country to have ever
done so, killing between 60,000 and 166,000
people in Hiroshima and 60,000 and 80,000
people in Nagasaki.
Returning to the present war and occupation
of Iraq, data revealed by the study “Cancer, Infant
Mortality and Birth Sex-Ratio in Fallujah, Iraq
2005-2009,” shows that, “the people of Fallujah
are experiencing higher rates of cancer, leukemia,
infant mortality, and sexual mutations than those
recorded among survivors in Hiroshima and
Nagasaki in the years after those Japanese cities

were incinerated by US atomic bomb strikes in
1945.” The epidemiological study, published in
the International Journal of Environmental
Studies and Public Health (IJERPH) provides
new evidence of what doctors in the area have
been reporting since the 2004 US assault on
Fallujah, in which the US widely used radioactive
depleted uranium munitions.
Depleted uranium ordnance is ostensibly
employed by the US military for its armor penetrating capabilities, although depleted uranium
munitions are also one of the few ways American
corporations can turn nuclear waste (spent reactor fuel) into a viable product. During the 2004
US assault on the city of Fallujah, in which some
hundred thousand people were confined to the
besieged city in violation of the Geneva
Conventions, depleted uranium, white phosphorus and cluster munitions were widely used.
Originally, the military denied the use of such
controversial weapons. They are controversial
because they kill so many people in such an
“unintelligent” way, in contrast to the promise
that the US war with Iraq would would be a
“smart” war without many civilian casualties. In
September of 2009, Fallujah General Hospital
had 170 newborn babies, 24 percent of whom
died within one week. Shockingly, of those who
died, 75 percent were deformed. In other words,
the people of Falluja are suffering as if they had
survived a nuclear attack. Researchers found that
when compared to populations in Egypt, Jordan
and Kuwait, the rate of leukemia in Fallujah is 38
times higher, the preponderance of childhood
cancers is 12 times higher, and breast cancer rates
are 10 times higher.
What will be the ultimate cost in lives of US
aggression in Iraq? Academics and pundits will

debate the question forever, but it is reasonable to
expect something in the range of several million
people were killed between 1990 and 2010 as a
result of US “foreign policy.” A peer reviewed
study, published in the medical journal The
Lancet, by researchers at Johns Hopkins
University (not a bastion of anti-war radicalism)
estimated that over 600,000 Iraqis had been
killed during the US invasion as of July 2006. It is
now October 2010 and the killing has not
stopped. It is likely that over one million Iraqis
were killed since President George W. Bush’s
2003 invasion and President Obama’s continued
occupation of Iraq. The British polling agency,
the Opinion Research Business, put the number
of Iraqis killed at 1.2 million since the US-led
invasion back in September of 2007. Whatever
the real number of victims is, it is callous to lose
sight of the reality that the US is responsible for
destroying more Iraqi lives then it is possible to
conceive of. Is it worth it?
—Alexander M.K. Achmatowicz

DU Baby —Angus Stickler, BBC
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A MODEL TO ERADICATE POVERTY
THROUGH EDUCATION IN NEPAL

I

t’s an open secret how pathetically the speed
of education reforms in most part of the developing countries is at a Tortoise pace despite
billions of dollars of foreign aid being poured into
education. In countries like Nepal, especially
after the restoration of democracy in 1990’s,
reforms were obviously made in education
sectors. However, they are proving to be simply
ineffective in reaching the broader mass of the
population.
The mushrooming growth of private English
Medium School took place and at one point, we
could find an English Medium Primary Schools in
almost every village in Nepal. This trend abruptly
ended in most rural communities due to the
Maoist demand to completely abolish private
schools. I myself was one of the victims. I had to
change three schools at completely different
places in three years just to complete my 8th, 9th
and 10th grades of secondary education. The
Maoist demands seemed right at the moment
because private schools were on the verge of
producing elite vs. non-elite citizens.
More than 90% of the time, private schools in
Nepal have outpaced public schools in terms of
educational performance. Private schools are
privately owned by an individual or run through
partnerships. They have a curriculum based in
English, mainly imported from India, and the
course materials even for kids in primary schools
are highly demanding. They outpace public
schools in terms of good infrastructures and other
educational resources as well.
However, those private schools are run under
a capitalistic model. They charge high fees and
considering the fact that 40% of the Nepalese
population is poor, they can’t send their kids to
expensive private schools when they have many
other basic things to cover from the nominal
income they make every day. On the other hand,
though, public schools are free, they lack
resources and management is very poor. Most of
the time, they are overpopulated, don’t run
through the whole academic year and are not
held accountable if they fail to meet the educational performance standards.
What is really worrisome is, because of this
dual education system of public and private
schools; the situation of Nepal is going to become
even worse. We are producing two breeds of citizens within a single nation: first, one elite attending private schools and a second category of nonelites who are ill- prepared to explore any opportunities life has to offer. For hundreds of thousands of poor children, getting a good education
means more of a luxury than a basic right.
To make this matter even more real for the
readers, I want to go through my own story. I was
one of the first breed of private school goers of
90’s when one of my grandfathers opened
Dawning English Boarding School in our community. Though the monthly fee was under $20.00
per year (inflation not adjusted), I was among five

or six of the entire 50-60 kids of my age of my
village who went to Dawning English Boarding
School in 1992. Of course, there was an awareness element that has to be factored in. Most
parents simply didn’t think investing in their kid’s
education was a great idea; instead, they would be
employed for household works. Now the awareness level has tremendously increased in that
even some who make barely enough money for
their living send their kids to good private schools
by compromising their other basic needs.

budget comes from foreign aid. It’s also not true
that we have not seen the spate of foreign aid. We
have had a lot of foreign aid, but the simple reality is that such aid is either not effective enough
or not spent prudently. Studies have shown that
more than 60% of those foreign aids go back to
the donor country in the forms of salaries and
operating costs. On the other hand, too much
reliance on foreign aid is also likely to create a
permanent dependency on foreign nations. Also,
foreign assistance especially in education and

When I look back to my friends from Dawning
days, the majority of them have done well in
academics. Three of my friends from Dawning
finished their Medical School, three of us including myself finished Engineering, some are finishing up their MBA’s, some decided to join British
Military (Gurkha Regiment) and those who
didn’t study well are also making good money
working elsewhere. We were among the first
batch of Dawning kids, more are coming out and
they seem to be doing well. I still remember 12-15
years back in my community when being a doctor
or an engineer was almost a rare miraculous
phenomenon. Private schools hence have definitely opened opportunities for some to be better
off in academics and then in their lives, but only
for those who could afford the education.

infrastructures has proven to be unsustainable
because of the lack of knowledge transfer. Foreign
aid assisted projects do not perform well after the
donors complete the projects and hand them over
to the government. Since private schools are not
affordable enough for the majority of population,
the government is not in a situation to allocate
enough money from its very limited resources for
the education sector, and foreign aid for education has also not proven to be as effective as it
was supposed to be, I propose a new publicprivate investment in education.

Many of my childhood friends who went to
public schools didn’t even make it through 10th
grade. And this is what makes me really sad. It’s
not that my friends at our village’s Punnyajan
Primary School, where I went for a year before
enrolling at Dawning, were not capable enough.
They were in fact equally smart as I was or my
other doctor/engineer friends. Because they
didn’t have the resources that opened opportunities that Dawning goers had, their futures almost
ended by the time they were at 10th grade and
had to fall down into another cycle of poverty
that their parents were going through.
In the meantime, the solution is not trivial
considering the intensity of the problem. The
Government lacks resources as much as its majority of poor citizens. More than 50% of its annual

The rationale behind my proposal is that
instead of few individuals owning a school, a
community owns it. Just as President Lincoln
granted land for many public universities, the
Nepalese government can grant land to build
physical infrastructures. The startup capital
investment can be raised through donations
taking many different forms. More than that,
those local resources can be routed indirectly in
order to sustain the long-term viability of institution. As of now, Nepal has been able to utilize its
natural resources for development in only negligible ways. There is no doubt about the scale of
economic opportunities Nepal is blessed with its
water and forest resources. Forest based industries
like paper mills can be built at local levels. Water
resources of course can be utilized for hydropower
production. There are also prospects for metallurgy and of course tourism for investments.
When investment is made from individuals,
government, and foreign direct investments or by
any other parties, the local community will have
See NEPAL on Page 11
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some stake and control over those investments in
return for the developing of their local resources.
The revenue from these investments can be
used to run not only educational but also many
other services for the locals by the locals. This
sort of private-public partnership on investment
will also provide employment opportunities for
local people based on their skills. More than that,
the local community will also have a feeling of
ownership and control not only over the community institutions like schools, but also over the
investments made to utilize the local resources.
This will help to avoid local protests over many
corporate investments that have been experienced in many parts of India, most recently in
West Bengal over Tata Nano Plant. This type of
model can be applied not only to education
sectors but also to social ventures like health care,
and microfinance.
We must not minimize the challenges in applying such a private-public partnership approach to
investment in Nepal and other nations. If such a
partnership is to provide a win-win result for both
the citizens and government of Nepal, we must
always keep in mind that such investment and
development must lead to greater educational
opportunities, empowerment, and control by the
disadvantaged individuals and local communities
and must contribute to greater peace and nonviolence, justice, and sustainability.
— Sushil Khadka
Thanks to Sudip Khadka and Shilshila Acharya
for their assistance.
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The Maine Peace Action Committee has its general
meeting every Tuesday at 7:00 PM in the Virtue Room of
The Maples Building on the University of Maine
campus. Meeting times and dates may change. MPAC
often has subcommittees working on topics of special
interest to current members. MPAC also organizes film
series, speakers, teach-ins, workshops, concerts, reading
groups, demonstrations, and other peace and justice
actions. For more information on MPAC, call 581-3860.
If you are interested in peace education and activism,
please join us.
http://www.umaine.edu/mpac/

pinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of
individual members of MPAC and other university
and community activists. They do not necessarily
express the views of other MPAC members or of the
group as a whole. We know that other readers may not
agree with all that is stated in this issue, and we encourage your response.
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Please return to:
Maine Peace Action Committee, Memorial Union, University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469

Town/State/Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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I’m short on cash now, but please keep me on your mailing list.

Here’s an extra contribution to help pay for the Newsletter.

Here’s $5.00 for my annual subscription.

Yes, I’d like to continue to receive the MPAC Newsletter!

e trust that you have enjoyed reading past issues of the MPAC Newsletter. If you have not renewed
your subscription or have not made a contiibution to MPAC during the past year, please return the
following form to us. (Please make checks payable to Maine Peace Action Committee.):
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